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It puts too much focus on being an economy simulator to be an enjoyable game. I like peaceful strategy games, but the
gameplay of Patrician III gets monotone very quickly. There's only so much fun one can have by observing supply and demand,
trying to gain profit and provide goods for a population. The whole gameplay is just about looking at prices, prices, prices....
Well written and engaging, but very short. I would have liked more chances to interact with the other characters and learn about
the world, and couldn't help wishing that I could have played out the events covered in the epilogue.. Great game !!
but still the last stage are suck :v. Great storyline and the card/turn-based type combat mechanics make it very enjoyable.
Characters are upgradeable via equipment or skill stats. I applaud the developers for making the 1st book FTP so people can get
a feel for the game. Made it a definite buy for me. Hope to see many more stories with this type of player interaction. Charming
little game. The gameplay is quite a bit boring and tedious after a while, but the whole thing is saved by a very nice and original
art direction.
So glad to have found a game reminiscent of the style in Hector : Badge of Carnage. We definitely need more quircky stuff like
this !. This game is very addictive, fun, challenging and pretty. I'm normally not a fan of big pixels style but here it works
somehow. Combine that with a simple, yet suprisingly effective story, and you've got something really worth its small price.
Also there' an endless arcade mode and co-op, thought for some reason my other controller refused to work.
My score: solid 7.5\/10. Very impressive for early acess! Solid and smooth controls, vibrant graphics, awesome sound and
voiceover. And a huge thumb sup to the killer soundtrack. A touching story.. I want to like this game, but the same strategy
works on nearly every map. Slow them down, hit them with the big guns. Toss in a couple lasers for airplanes. Hellfire the final
wave. Rinse and repeat.
Enemy variety comes in the form of airplanes or ground units. Ground units may look different, but the only real difference is
how much health they have. All of the turrets are effective against all ground units, it's only a matter of concentrating the most
damage into a small of a space as possible. Not all that hard since 6 of the 8 weapons hit multiple targets.
This is a very vanilla tower defense game. I won't say it's bad, but it's not that great either.. I just got the game The Cat Machine.
The game almost makes fun of itself, and it's pretty funny. The game is about directing conveyor belts to get cats on rails across
levels. The music is cute and weird (kind of creeped me out too :).
When I first started playing, it was a bit hard to understand what to do and how to play, but I quickly caught on. When I did, the
game was really fun and was never boring; I had a hard time quitting out of it! In the middle levels, the game got hard and a bit
frustrating, and I was constantly changing levels to see if the other ones would be easier. If you put your mind to it, and you tried
a lot of different things, you could get through the levels. So, would I recommend The Cat Machine? If you like cats and sort of
stupid and fun games, absolutely.
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It's a pretty great train game. I was skeptical about the change to a more realistic economic model compared to the first game
but it really works, even in the puzzlish setting.
The scenarios are a bit long for lacking a mid mission save though - if you're shooting for 5 stars, it's too easy to fail an
objective and have to do the whole thing over.
Still strongly recommended!. i bought this at 2 euro and its small, but its awesome. i would like a game like this but with an
editor to build and share levels. ultra pay to win
i see someone with 131 lvl have 3100 power , and another 131 lvl have 25800 power
so ultra duper pay to win , no money player 3100 power 131 lvl Vs ultra money player 25800 power 131 lvl. This game is a
perfect example of why you shouldn't let everything up to a computer.
Don't get me wrong, the game is pretty fun but the developers haven't thought about balancing and difficulty. A trend that is
pretty common around indie games.
The procedural generation in this game doesn't think about the layout of a level. This leads to corners that are way to sharp for
the speed that you are currently going, Jumps that are not perfectly straight and bumps in front of big jumps. All this leads to a
pretty meh experience in my opinion. The levels also feel really samey because the system just picks pre made pieces and sticks
them together.
I joined a room of another player that was playing on the Glaciers region. We entered the boss level and what do you know. The
Boss Jump is impossible because you need a lot of speed and there is a small bump in front of it which leads to you crashing into
the jump pad at 100 km\/h. Braking doesn't work because you won't have enough speed and there is no other way to the finish
line.
My advice for the developers is to make some levels themselves and keep the procedural generation thing as a second. I'm
positive that they can pull it of because outside of the level design, the game is really fun.. Overall: fairly simple, plenty of fun
choices and cool moments when your tactical use of skills pays off.
In Dark Quest 2 you take a party of heroes through a series of dungeons, each made up of a series of rooms, and slaughter lots
of nasty monsters in turn-based combat. There are a nice variety of encounters, twice as many heroes available as you can
generally take into a dungeon so you can choose your party composition, and a bunch of items and potions to customise your
heroes for different strategies. Each hero also has a selection of useful skills learned using a shared resource for additional
choice. Shoutout to my Barbarian who failed his 80% courage test every single time. There were a few minor annoyances\/bugs,
but nothing serious enough (on Normal difficulty anyway) to stop me recommending the game.. Don't believe in
those♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥saying that "this isn't a Serious Sam, this game doesn't capture the true essence of the saga, the graphics
are ridiculously ugly".
The game itself can be very challenging, funny/humorous, etc, etc, etc. Played this♥♥♥♥♥♥while I was a ♥♥♥♥ing wee and
I still managed to enjoy it every now and then.
I say this because there are stupid♥♥♥♥♥persons complaining about its "toonish" graphics. Just remember those Zelda games,
Ocarina and Wind Waker, had this change in the style from being "realistic" to "toonish" too, and they both are still good
games.. So far i've had so much fun in this game and i've gotta say this game has the most potential of any games i've played for
years! like the whole idea of it is actually fantastic and i can't wait to play in the competitive scenes of this would def be hard
but fun as heck here is my thoughts on what i think could benefit the game alot!
cons:
-u can spam crouch while running which makes you not make any noise which is kind of broken u can do that while hitting
crouch + spacebar aswell
-i love the jetpack, but i bet later on people will start complaining about it trust me they will and i think to prepare for that nerf
the amount of fuel it can have would def prepare for the players complaining about it
-so as stated in a friends review being able to toggle ads and hold big lover for hold i would def look forward for hold
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-grenade slot and healing slots so so first of all reduce the slots down to 6 make a specific slot for the grenades and healing i
think, since currently i feel like 8 is a bit 2much and hard to figure out ur inventory and reduce the cap of the grenades u can
hold since it can be 2op having like 10 gas grenades bc of endzone
-the inventory management could be fixed up a bit so it's easier to navigate in your inventory i'm not saying the current one is
bad but i could def be better! <3
-more quality options which i bet is coming 100% being able to remove shadows etc would be very nice to have
-items maybe scale them a size up so it isn't as clunky to loot sometimes?
-bots should def not be in the game but i get that they are there to compensate for lack of players :)
Anyways i will def get more feedback in the future! but for now this is it and i wanna give special thanks to devs for listening to
the community and players in general much love actually made my day yesterday knowing the dev personally added a friend of
mine after he made his review! huge respect! <3. Hyped af I swear to god if they don't add Kefla imma switch to a Hit main and
hate life
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